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Webinar Overview

➢ Implement boundaries between work and 

home life.

➢ Maintain willpower and productivity.

➢ Combat Loneliness and improve   

collaboration.

You will learn:

➢ How to build a brilliant day working from 

home. 

➢ What lifelines you have when it all goes 

wrong.



How to book and where to go?

https://bookwhen.com/

halsa-ckhcp

Slides and videos can be found at: 

https://halsawellbeing.com/kirklees_c

alderdale_resourcepage/

Need help:

Please email us:

Info@halsawellbeing.com

Phone us on: 03300 552122.

https://bookwhen.com/halsa-ckhcp
https://halsawellbeing.com/kirklees_calderdale_resourcepage/
mailto:Info@halsawellbeing.com


What’s the most Challenging 
thing about WFH? 

What would you most like to 
change about your routine? 



BENEFITS OF 
WORKING AT HOME 

• No commuter bills
• No vending machines, 

birthdays or canteen
• No office distractions
• No office politics
• Lounge wear
• Flexibility (no one knows 

what I am doing)
• More time with the family
• Endless snooze button time

DRAWBACKS OF 
WORKING AT HOME 

• No commute to get in work 
mode 

• No commute to wind down
• The fridge!
• Endless distractions
• No banter
• Endless Zoom/Teams politics 
• No designated workspace
• Flexibility, always on, I feel 

guilty if I'm not contactable
• Can’t escape the family!



HOMEWORKING - THE PAIN POINTS FOR BUSINESS

CIPD surveyed 1,000 employers:

➢ 29% home working boosted productivity
➢ 28% reduced productivity
➢ 37% noticed no difference

Conclusion: depends on the sector and depends on 
the employee. 

Biggest concerns for employers:

1. Productivity and distractions
2. Learning from one another
3. Collaboration and creativity
4. Monitoring staff, particularly fraud or compliance 



Productivity and distractions are one of the biggest business concerns to having 
people working remotely and from an individual’s perspective one of the biggest 
threats is the loss of boundaries and increase in pressure which comes from the 

merger of work and home life tasks and the need to always be ‘on’. 

Productivity 

and 

Distractions

No 

boundaries, 

pressure of 

always 

being on. 



WHEN EVERYTHING IS MERGED

• Difficult to become productive
• Easily distracted
• Always logged on, feeling like we are working all 

the time
• Never winding down
• Personal relationships suffer
• Feel like you are doing everything badly



GETTING THE PHYSICAL BOUNDARIES BACK

• Workstation
• Routine, finding your own structure
• Use technology for you not against you
• Communicate your routine

Loss of physical boundaries
resulting in a loss of mental
boundaries



WORKSTATION

• Separate work and where you sleep
• Make your workstation a nice place to 

be
• Pack your workstation away
• Maximize ventilation and sunlight
• Reduce clutter
• Add inspirational quotes, pictures, 

plants
• Invest in your desk and/or your chair, 

don’t wait for someone to do this for 
you. 

“You don’t have to be the 
victim of your environment. 

You can be the architect of it .” 
James Clear Atomic Habits



ROUTINE- FINDING YOUR OWN STRUCTURE

Right feelings follow right actions

• Build a virtual commute into 
your day, where you take time to 
exercise, eat well, take care of 
your sleep needs!

• When you have an Emotional 
Hijack take time to breathe or go 
for a walk. An immediate 
response will do you no favors.



BUILD A GREAT ROUTINE

• Get up before the rest of the house does, to enjoy 
some ‘me’ time. 

• Make hydration your first priority.
• Exercise, if you are not a runner, walk or stretch, this 

is the best time to be outside if you can.
• Meditate – visualise your intentions for the day or 

spend a few moments just concentrating on your 
breathing and thinking about the day ahead.

• Have a high protein low carb breakfast.
• Hit the rat run knowing you have given yourself the 

best start.

MORNING ROUTINE IDEAS 

(Switching on)
• Pack away and clear your desk. (If you are working 

on the kitchen table put all your work things in a 
box).

• Remove coffee cups and plates.
• Write your to do list for tomorrow, leave it on your 

desk or at the top of your work box.
• Spend 2 – 5 mins reflecting on your day, complete 

the reflection sheet on the next page or write in a 
journal. Leave it out so you can read it tomorrow. 
This will help keep your mood up. 

• Exercise / Breathe or Stretch. To transition from 
work to home life the best thing you can do is spend 
a few mins or as much time as you can either 
stretching, doing some mindful breathing or go for a 
run or walk.    

WINDING DOWN IDEAS

(Switching off)

*See our brilliant day working from home toolkit



WILLPOWER

Willpower is like a muscle and for it to be strong we must 
1. Exercise it. 
2. Recover it or it will get tired

• Willpower is strongest at the start of the day.
• Make small changes – small habitual changes are easier for the 

brain.
• Make changes realistic – unrealistic goals that can’t be achieved will 

leave you feeling demotivated.
• Good diet improves decision making - a poor diet is likely to lead to 

more emotional choices .
• Stay calm – more likely to link to the rational part of our brain. When 

our fight or flight signal is triggered, we become less goal orientated.



TECHNOLOGY FOR YOU NOT AGAINST YOU

• Be unavailable
• Limit the news
• Communicate with a few in depth not many
• Explore apps to turn distractions on/ off 
• Take control of your environment 
• Check your emails at set times
• Remove your phone from the bedroom! 



COLLABORATION AND CREATIVITY

Lord Wolfson (Chief Exec of Next), complained of 
‘Death by Deck’. He referred to the ‘stultifying’ 
slideshow presentations via Zoom, Google etc. ‘that 
transforms meetings from productive exchanges of 
ideas into boring one way lectures.’

Losing the opportunity to meet at the water
fountain. A chance conversation or overhear an
exchange which sparks an idea. Jamie Dimon Chief
Exec of JP Morgan highlighted the lack of ‘creative
combustion’

THE TIMES SEPTEMBER 19 2020.



Collaboration 
and Creativity

Loneliness
and Isolation

From a business perspective the biggest disadvantage to working from home 
consistently appears to be collaboration and creativity and from an individual’s 

perspective the biggest threat is Loneliness and Isolation. 



LONELINESS
‘Loneliness is a subjective feeling about the gap between a person’s desired levels of social contact and their actual 
level of social contact. It refers to the perceived quality of the person’s relationships.’ 

▪ Loneliness is not the same as social isolation. 

▪ People can be isolated (alone) yet not feel lonely. People can be surrounded by other people, yet still feel lonely.

▪ The distinction between these two concepts is often overlooked, understanding is key to help people reduce 
their feeling of loneliness. www.ageuk.org.uk

▪ We crave human contact but our state of mind can often make it more 
difficult to make connections with other people.

▪ Making less connections can leave us feeling more isolated, left out or down 
on our own self esteem. 

▪ Self esteem and loneliness are closely related.  People who lack confidence in 
themselves often believe they are unworthy of the attention or regard for 
other people which can lead to more isolation and chronic loneliness. 

http://www.ageuk.org.uk/


Get Stuff done!

Feelings of joy. Dopamine

Celebrate “Nailed it!” 
Feelings of self worth. 

Serotonin

Place yourself in 
situations that bolster 

your self esteem further. 
Feelings of pride and 

respect. Serotonin

Exposed to positive social 
behaviour. Feelings of 
generosity and trust. 

(Oxytocin)

You feel significant and 
part of a group. 

(Oxytocin)

Continue to work on 
your social positioning. 

(Serotonin)

HOW TO BEAT 

LONELINESS WITH A 

HAPPY HORMONE HACK.



BUILDING CONNECTIONS:

How can we prevent crippling loneliness whilst working from 
home? Even better, how can we proactively create a creative 
and collaborative environment? 

▪ Build – Maintain – Re-establish meaningful relationships
▪ Quality relationships with friends and family
▪ 121 conversations of high quality
▪ Quality over quantity

▪ Connect with your colleagues
▪ Connect with your surroundings
▪ Connect with yourself



CONNECT WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES - COLLABORATION

▪ Find a common ground – Radio, books, TV, 
sweep stake, scavenger hunt, shared theme tune

▪ Complement each other and celebrate wins

▪ Find someone to sit next to! (Technically 
speaking)

▪ Remember to laugh at yourself and with each 
other



CONNECT WITH YOUR SURROUNDINGS

▪ Take a walk

▪ Have lunch or coffee out and stay out

▪ Combine exercise or lunch with someone else. 
Exercise with a group – pilates, yoga, park run

▪ Shop locally – meaningful conversations help you 
feel reconnected but any conversation, however 
short, can be enough to make you part of the world 
again

▪ Get your neighbors involved – Halloween, charity 
event, local school, shopping, giving to the food 
bank



CONNECT WITH YOURSELF TO MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE 
YOUR SELF ESTEEM

▪ Practice Gratitude

▪ Appreciate the moments of calm and 
solitude, don’t despair about all of them 

▪ Celebrate and acknowledge what you have 
achieved

▪ Play music

▪ Treat yourself

▪ Remember you are not alone



CONCLUSION - A GREAT DAY WORKING FROM HOME  

Deliver Goal Orientated Results

High Self esteem (as much as possible) Collaboration and connections

BUILD A BRILLIANT DAY

Low Stress (as much as possible) High Willpower Good Decision Making

SET YOUR BOUNDARIES

The perfect Workstation
A ritual/ routine to start / end 

work with
Rules for technology



50:50 - Practice some Gratitude to 
restore your mindset and improve self 
doubt or indecision

CONCLUSION – YOUR LIFELINES

Phone a friend - ‘preferably your next to 
me colleague’

Ask the audience - in this case – walk 
around the block.



✓ Improve your workstation
✓ Review the structure of your day
✓ Review how you use technology

CONCLUSION – YOUR ACTIONS

✓ Review as a team how you can 
collaborate remotely

✓ Brainstorm ideas for better 
collaboration with stakeholders



Finally……. You have the 

tools…

Tell yourself: I can handle 

whatever comes my way just 

like I always have.



Limit Life stressors – new habits to keep the stress at 

bay!

Habit Transformation Group – Wednesday 5th October 12.30 - 1 hour

Every Wednesday for 8 weeks.

Have you already tried and failed at yet another resolution? Have you ever tried to kick 

a bad habit or start a new one? Do you always start well and then continuously fail?

Most of us know what we need to do to improve our wellbeing, we know what makes 

us feel good and what makes us feel bad. So why is it so hard to make changes?

Over 8 sessions we unpack the science of habit formation, giving you some easy and 

practical techniques to make sustainable change to your wellbeing. You will pick one 

outdated habit to break, pick something new and then make it stick! What will you pick?

The science of behavioural change shows it is easier to make change when we are 

part of a supported group so we will help to coach and support each other.



Compassionate YOU - Monday 21st November 12.30 -

40mins

In today’s world we are bombarded with images of the

perfectly curated life. However in reality, we never quite

manage to get on top of the inbox, the to do list, the

washing basket, the list of patients or the actions that

need attention. So how do we stay on top of this

demanding schedule without being completely engulfed

by it all? In this session, we explore some new ways of

thinking without needing more budget and without needing

more time. Leave this session with a refreshing mental

plan to deal with the ‘never ending’ demands that life can

make on us

Psychological



Thank You
Follow up: 

▪ Feedback/questions: info@halsawellbeing.com

mailto:Rebecca@halsawellbeing.com

